
Brought to you by the Dorset section VMCC 
 
 
 
The thoughts of Chairman Pau….(l) 
 
Dear friends, welcome to the dozenth issue of Lockdown News’, timelier than 
ever, as restrictions once again tighten. Apropos that, your committee recently 
met in person and conducted the section AGM behind closed doors. Discussions 
were had at the meeting regarding club nights, breakfast meets and runs and 
we’re aware that some other sections have pretty much continued as before, 
expecting members to arrange themselves safely into groups of six. We (and 
especially, I) feel that, whilst such arrangements may just about be within the 
letter of the law, they are perhaps not entirely in the spirit of behaving 
responsibly, taking advantage of our region’s relatively low infection rates. 
There’s possibly a connection between responsible actions and low infections 
and in Dorset section we will NOT be resuming indoor meetings until it’s 
declared safe for ALL of our members to attend. In the meantime, we will have 
to be content with the excellent runs being organised and my sincere thanks go 
to all the run route leaders and organisers who’ve been stepping up again and 
again. Please show your appreciation for their efforts by attending as many runs 
as you can.  
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank one of our longest-standing 
members, Gabby, for his service on the committee. Currently struggling with 
hearing difficulties, he’s unable to follow my endless chatter any longer and is 
taking a richly deserved break from duties (and my noise!). On a personal note 
it was Gabby and Pete D who made me feel extremely welcome when I first 
joined the section and their example is one we should all try to follow. Thanks 
Gabby and I’m looking forward to seeing you out on a bike very soon.  
 
So, without further ado, grab the chocolate Hobnobs, make the tea, settle back 
and enjoy Lockdown News! 
 
 
 
Paul Miles 
 
 



 Treasurer Ken shares his somewhat unexpected love of…Hondas. Who knew? 
 
Unlike Mr Miles who changes his bikes more often than his socks, let’s not go 
into frequency of his sock changes. I have owned relatively few bikes (total 18). 
Of the Japanese bikes, I have owned more Honda’s than anything else, even 3 
at the same time.   
 
First Honda was a Honda CX500 known as the ‘plastic maggot’ popular with 
despatch riders, bit scruffy, hand painted tank and panels, £450 I think. I 
thrashed it everywhere until I blew both head gaskets, I left it in the garage for 
a couple of weeks on the naughty step, being a V twin it was easy to work on, so 
I replaced the head gaskets, got it running properly and then sold it to a friend 
(some friend you are, selling them an exploding maggot!-ed). 
 
The next Honda I bought 
was a grey import 
CBR900RW Fireblade, at 
the time grey imports 
were about £6000 new, a 
pukka UK bike was £9000. 
DK motorcycles changed 
the speedo (analogue that 
is) to read MPH instead of 
KM’s. The trip and 
odometer were still in 
KM’s. I did approx. 45K 
miles on the Fireblade in 
about 10 years, it was a 
good bike, was fast, sounded like a hoover and had no soul. I even did a tour in 
France, two up on the Fireblade with my son as pillion, my brother-in-law had a 
Suzuki 1200 bandit and his teenage daughter as pillion, his bike had a lot more 
luggage than my bike due to having a female in his crew. My Fireblade had an 
alarm, his Bandit did not, so he chose to take a padlock and chain, only the chain 
he took could have been used to haul up an anchor of a ship. His bike handled 
like a barge with a drunk steering it. My son and myself would let him get 2-3 
miles ahead and then catch him and overtake him at warp speed, it was a good 
fun and an instant cure for boredom. 
 
     
 



Eventually I fancied a change and decided to have one last ‘silly’ bike before I 
got sensible (and still we wait for this maturity!…ed). I decided the last silly bike 
should be another Honda as I was pleased with reliability of the Fireblade but it 
lacked character. The answer was ….dun dun Dah!  a Honda VTR100 SP1 
 
 
Up till then I had only ever owned 1 bike at a time (I know it sounds crazy) so the 
SP1, like the Fireblade, was my everyday transport.  
 

My son wanted to go 
touring in France/Spain 
again, brave or stupid, I 
am not sure which. I 
decided that touring two 
up on the SP1 would be 
like be towing a trailer 
with a Porsche 911, and 
using my SP1 as my 
everyday bike (I was 
commuting to High 
Wycombe on Monday 
and Back home on 
Friday) was not the best.  

 
 
So, I bought a 1998 VFR800FiW. I saw the VFR on Ebay and bought it, even 
though it was in Scotland. So, I said to the guy can you make sure it’s all good 
i.e. chain lubed and adjusted, oil checked as I plan to ride it home. I flew to 
Prestwick Scotland, where the seller picked me up and took me back to the bike. 
I then bought the bike, booked into a B&B overnight and then rode back to 
Blandford next day. For touring I added Givi top box and panniers, but small 
panniers (E22) so that I could filter in traffic and not end up with a barge like my 
brother-in-law.  
 
The VFR800 is quick and can keep up with similar period sportsbikes you have 
to wind it up a bit though. I bought the VFR800 with 31K miles on the clock and 
sold it in 2017 with 106K on the clock in all that time/thrashing the engine did 
not need anything other than the regular service items. It’s the best all round 
bike I have ever had, I think it did so well as it uses a de-tuned RC45 engine i.e. 
gear driven cams. 



 

 
The bike even Ken couldn’t kill. Buy one immediately, it’ll see you out. 

 
 
 
 

Whilst owning the SP1 and 
VFR800 I also bought and 
XR400 to do some green-laning 
on. Someone had replaced the 
Honda headlight with some 
cheap and nasty ‘thing’ that 
used a kitchen type halogen 
bulb as a headlight. I don’t 
know how they got it through 
an MOT, I bought the Honda 
bits that I was missing and put 
it back to standard, I did use it 
a few times, but got fed up of always being concerned whether, where I was 



riding was legal or not. Also, councils are generally trying to stop green-laners 
using BOATS (Bridleways Open to All Traffic), so I sold the XR400 on.  
 
 
We decided to do another tour, this time in the Spanish Pyrenees, and when I 
asked the guys whether I should take the VFR or the SP1 (solo this time) their 
obvious answer was the SP1. I had not been using it much, so I thought why not.  
 
The tour was fantastic, in the mornings I felt like Valentino Rossi, however, in 
the afternoons my legs (not arms, neck or shoulders) were painful, maybe the 
blood supply was being reduced. I remember we were on a twisty road that 
looked good from Google but had grass growing out of the middle and was 
probably used by forestry workers, my Satnav was counting up instead of down 
in terms of time to the hotel due to the slow speed we were doing.  I chucked 
the dolls out of the pram, parked up and sat against a tree for a bit until my legs 
had recovered.  
 
After I returned from the tour I think I had used the SP1 for what it was made 
for (going crazy… fastest I have ever been on a bike…168 on the digital speedo) 
and decided to sell it, remember this was supposed to be my last ‘silly’ bike. I 
then bought a KTM superduke, not that sensible, however it is comfortable. This 
is what MCN wrote in the review of the superduke – 
 
If all of life were like a KTM Super Duke it would be a short, barely glimpsed blur 
of action-packed vignettes. There is surely nothing more frenetic on two-wheels 
than the KTM 990 Super Duke short of sticking a nitrous kit, a jet turbine and a 
flame-thrower into the frame of a fold-up bicycle. To call the KTM Super 
Duke's 999cc, DOHC V-twin a mere ‘motor’ is a bit like saying atomic warfare is 
bad for the flowers. Twisting the throttle unleashes such incredible accelerative 
forces on the KTM 990 Super Duke it’s possible to give yourself wrinkles over your 
body. The fuel economy is laughable, often 80 miles to reserve, but frankly you’ll 
be enjoying yourself too much to care. 
 
 
The Superduke is the most fun bike I have ever owned, by the time it has run 
out of puff, I have run out of talent, although I did Hi-Side it in the Pyrenees 
2018, but that is another story. 
 



   
 
 
Thanks Ken, although I’m surprised you don’t cite the Sunbeam S7 Deluxe as 
your favourite bike ever! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our ‘other’ lives 
 
Because we cherish our old bikes, it automatically makes us fascinating and, 
frankly, very cool people. It stands to reason that we’d have other, interesting 
hobbies. Section member Paul Swaddle, plays with old cars in the spare 
moments he has after keeping his bikes roadworthy. I suppose a Land Rover is 
useful for towing if you own a Rudge… 
 



Land Rovers – my other obsession 
 

   
 
 
Just a few of the Landys I’ve restored and got back on the road Left to Right first 
of the “Defenders” a 90 Turbo, a Light Weight “Air Portable” still in its 1st Gulf 
War colours having fun in the Berkshire snow circa 2010 and a Series 3 
 
 
I’ve been passionately restoring and riding motorcycles from an early age, 
including the latest, a Velocette Venom that you may have seen me riding in 
more recent club runs. 
  
However, I also have an obession (unheathly?) with all things classic Land Rover. 
 
Growing up in Northumberland amongst the heart of the farming community, 
its little wonder I’ve developed such a passion for the humble Land Rover.  
Series One’s, Two’s and Three’s were a common sight in towns, back lanes, fields 
and markets but my father also worked for “NEEB” (North Eastern Electricity 
Board), so the bright orange 109”, 88” and “specials” the board used also left a 
lasting impression on me. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A NEEB 109” Series 3 crossing the Northumbrian moors from a job, back to the 
track home. 



Move forwards many years (and many landies in my life later), I recently helped 
a good friend by rebuilding his engine and restoring his rare 107” to much of its 
former glory. 
 
If you’ve never heard an early 2 litre Series One engine running, then let me tell 
you, they tick over beutifully with the sweet mechanical perfection of a sewing 
machine (and sound like one as well!) 
 
It was no good…with this last restoration and experience on turning the key for 
the first time, I could resist it no longer. I’d never owned or restored a Series 
One before, mostly thanks to lack of funds and the opportunity not coming along 
at the right time. 
 
Channel 4’s “For the Love of Cars” further added to the complexity of ownership.  
With a much publicised auction of a Series One restoration for an eye watering, 
stratispheric, previously unheard of price of £41,000, resulted in, literally over 
night, project opportunities (aka wrecks) left in the corner of farmers yards and 
forgotten about (even often given away) suddenly became £15,000 “gold 
mines” in their owners minds. 
 
What was I to do?... well, as it turns out, especially for someone with the life 
experience to know better, was to make that often fatal mistake of buying the 
best/cheapest I could find rather than wait, save up and buy something better. 
 
I settled on an Australian import from a well known and helpful importer up near 
Birmingham (Agrircultural and Cross Country Vehicles Limted) as surely the rust 
will not be so bad on an Ozzy vehicle that spent its life in sunnier climbs (surely?) 
These re-imported vehicles are refered to as CKD, “Completely Knocked Down” 
kits.. as they were originally exported to far of climbs in a “kit form” of parts for 
a variety of reasons (easier to transport, import tax savings, etc).  Once at their 
destinations, they would be assembled into complete vehicles to help countries 
with dependable transport for farming, construction and exploration. 
 
These fantastic YouTube videos of the original Rover Group Promotions give 
some wonderfully period insight into their development and use overseas -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhX8KJrdxQU 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rfEnvzHY9Es 
 
Often amongst the Series One “affincinados”, are hushed whispers that CKD 
Land Rovers are “not real Land Rovers…”, this opion formed by the fact many 



importers would use the first part that came to hand, rather than carefully select 
and re-unite chassis, engine and bodies with their respective matching numbers.  
Indeed mine has matching Chassis and Body numbers, however everything else 
is different, but still all datable to 1954 thanks to Land Rovers unique numbering 
system (the engine was number 22 off the production line of the then brand 
new design of “Spread Bore” 2 Litre engines, so a first day of production engine!) 
 
However these are very much real Land Rovers, all manufactured in Land 
Rover’s plant in Soihull and destinated for many worldly adventures most UK 
owned ones would never experience in their lifetimes… 
… if only they could tell their stories, what amazing and facinating stories they’d 
have to tell! 
 
So, what did I buy?, well, 
after looking at the line up 
of projects at the importers, 
I went for this little 1954 86” 
Austrialian CKD which was 
originally a “PTO” model 
(Power Take Off – this was 
missing when bought, but in 
recent weeks I’ve managed 
to locate one to put back on 
it). It came with all the 
import (NOVA) 
documentation and original 
Australin import record so 
DVLA registration should 
not be an issue (also now 
have the Solihull records 
Hertitge certificate for it) 
 



 

 
 
 
 
“Ye gods!” I hear you say… and you’ll be right, its actually worse than it looks in 
pictures. But it was “mostly” all there, bar some interesting Australian Outback 
“in field” mods that were all resolvable. 
 
 
The rebuild process necessitated a complete strip down and ground-up 
restoration, quite the challenge, but one I couldn’t wait to get started on with 
the family (despite many friends and social medias disparaging comments about 
my purchase as “bonkers” and “not even the scrap yard would take that”). 
 
 



If you have never “ground-up” restored a Series One Land Rover before, may I 
recommend the following… 

• Carefully plan out and cost what you need to complete the restoration. 
Whatever figure you arrive at - quadruple it. 

Space. You need Space. Lots and lots of Space… and a very understanding 
Husband… or Wife! (Very understanding!!!) Although, true to their agricultural 
origins and simplicity, it’s amazing how much space these take up when you 
dissemble them. I’ve got a rear tub in the garden… 
 

• parts all over the house, a chassis in the garage… My wife ‘loves’ the view 
out of the window into the yard… 

• That restoration figure you came up with and quadrupled?... double it 
once you get into the project and discover all those “little” things you 
didn’t think were needed that add up collectively. 

• You would not believe how heavy those axles suddenly seem to be when 
your approaching 50 years old compared to last time you did this sort of 
thing a few years ago and could carry both front and rear “in each hand”… 
make sure you have family, friends and other Land Rover fanatic’s nearby 
who can offer a hand to deal with some of the more “two man” jobs that 
come up. 

• Make up a set of A-Frames to rotate the chassis on if you need to weld 
and repair it. It will save you literally WEEKS of restoration time and the 
patience of getting those afore mentioned Family and Friends round 
every minute to “rotate the chassis… it’s the last time, promise!” 

• If you can get a project that’s been imported from warmer parts of the 
globe, your restoration will be a lot easier. The corrosion is often 
significantly less aggressive than you find on UK ones. Even though mine 
looks terrible, the inside of the chassis rails still has silver bare metal 
visible in places after all this time and even the most rusted looking nuts 
and bolts all came off with nothing more than mild pressure on a socket 
or spanner. Rust seems to be aggressive in ‘typical’ Land rover rot areas, 
but non-existent in others.  

• …finally, stick to motorcycle restoration. Something I tell myself after 
completing mammoth car restorations, but, like the miracle aftermath of 
childbirth, seem to forget all the sound reasoning and pain the last one 
caused in not embarking on such a venture again! 😊 

Okay, I’m being (a bit) overly dramatic about costs, etc. here… 



The pure joy and satisfaction working with your hands to bring automotive 
history back to life is something I can’t put monetary value on, but while a 
common misconception is that Series One parts are scarce, they are not always 
cheap.  
If you’ve ever owned a Ducati, you’ll be familiar with how parts, services and 
suppliers suddenly seem to cost more “because it’s a Ducati” and the same 
seems to apply here, “because it’s a Series One” 
However, an absolute joy is most of these parts are NOS (New Old Spares) and 
come individually boxed, wax paper wrapped and labelled, surrounded by a 
protective coating of a black preservative.  
It never ceases to amaze me that Rover (and their suppliers) went to such 
lengths to protect spares (I’ve even removed individual Washers from their own 
cardboard box, labels and preservative!) 
 
What spurned on this attention to packing detail in the minds that conceived it 
I can only presume was something to do with a perceived 1950’s post-
apocalyptic nuclear threat or an overly pessimistic point of view thinking about 
what calamitous ends supply chains could have come too in far off lands thanks 
in part to reading too much Biggles, Boys Own Adventures or Dan Dare as a child!  
After much trials involving petrol, paraffin, paint brush cleaner… I’ve found the 
best way to remove this black stuff is to just put the part in boiling water. After 
a while it softens up to facilitate brushing off or (if you’re lucky) just boils off the 
part altogether. 

 
Set of Original Series One pistons showing typical care in ensuring the part arrives in perfect 
condition, even a “1000 years” after manufacture! 
 



So, throughout this year the restoration has been very much underway and I 
look forward to bringing the finished article to one of our club meetings sooner 
rather than later. 
 
 
As they say, “a picture 
speaks a thousand words” so 
here are a few taken so far, 
starting with a pile of NOS 
parts in the house (and still 
on the hall floor for what is 
coming close to three 
months as I write this) 
through to dissassebling the 
vehicle, welding and 
restoring plus getting the 
whole family involved in the 
fun! 
 
Happy to supply more 
updates if you would like to 
hear more… 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Poor Louise, she moved to a dream home in the country, but now lives with Albert Steptoe 
and the poor children will be grandparents themselves before it gets finished… 
 
Thanks Paul, I’m looking forward to seeing it finished- if I live that long!  



 

Secretarial Comings and Goings 
 
I don’t think many of us can get anywhere near the level of our Chairman’s Comings 
and Goings but I did have a few bikes leaving and arriving in my garage during this 
dreadful year, so here is my little contribution to the Comings and Goings topic.  At 
my time of life, the aim is to have more Goings than Comings… 
For some time, I’d had two scratches I wanted to itch.  The first was to own a two-
stroke and the second was to have a bike eligible for our Tiddler’s Run.  To satisfy 
the first, I’d been looking at Scotts, and I’d even cast a glance at Paul Miles’ recently 
arrived Velocette GTP; the only thing I knew was that I didn’t want a Villiers based 
bike.  As for the second, I had no idea… 

Back in early February, full Lockdown hadn’t yet 
kicked in and the Bristol Classic Bike Show at 
Shepton Mallet went ahead as normal.  I remember 
how we all joked in the restaurant about having to 
greet each other with a touch of the elbow; little did 
we know what was to come.  I was wandering round 
the auction with our Chairman, Paul Miles, and he 
suddenly said “You should get that!”  What he was 
referring to was an immaculate 1975 Suzuki GT250. 
Perfect, two itches scratched with a single bike.  I 
sat on it, it felt great.  Having decided what my top 

bid should be, I sat down and patiently waited for the auction to start.  There was a 
lot of interest in the bike, and although many other bikes failed to sell, this one went 
all the way, right up to my top bid but not beyond.  The bike was mine! 
This was my first Comings of 2020.  Over the next couple of 
months, I rode the little two-stroke all over the place.  I learnt 
what a Stinkwheel was; I dreamed of taking part in Blue Haze 
Runs; I was ready to sell all my Ariels.  Our Chairman even 
dug out his RD400 and we terrorised Dorset with smoke, that 
dreadful ding-ding-ding sound and eating all the cake we 
could find. 
All this fun wasn’t to last though, and not due to Lockdown, but rather due to my 
back.   I soon realized that this little bike was too little; after each run, I had back 
pain. The non-adjustable foot pegs were too high, my knees were under my chin, 
and my back was hurting.  I guess these bikes were made for 9 stone, 16 year olds; 
no need to tell you my age or weight but all that cake will give you a clue.  Sadly, the 
little bike had to go and it quickly found a new home in Kent.  This was my first 
Goings of 2020. 



My second Comings of 2020 was 
another Suzuki Stinkwheel. I loved 
the GT250 and I figured all I really 
needed to do was to buy another 
but with a bigger frame --- I give 
you the 1975 Suzuki GT550 Triple.  
Good examples of these are a little 
hard to find but I eventually found 
one down in Corfe Castle.  It’s a 

US import from a dry state (Colorado), so all the paintwork and 
chrome is in good, original condition, but the engine / gearbox, forks, tank, clocks 
have all been professionally restored in 2016 by the previous owner. 
Does it give me back ache?  Yes, a little, but much less and easily managed by 
wearing my Back-A-Line.  I’ve had this excellent back support for the last 6 years; I 
bought it when I had modern bikes (Kawasaki Versys, Honda NC700X, BMW 
GS700F) but I’ve never needed it when riding my Ariels (because usually they rest in 
silence at the roadside, waiting for the RAC van?-ed). Go figure!  Find it here: 
https://www.backaline.com/collections/motorcycle-kidney-belts 
 

My third Comings of 2020 is more of a 
Frankenstein Creation. In deepest Lockdown (April), 
I decided to lock myself in my garage and create a 
bike out of the various Ariel spares I’ve had 
knocking around in my garage for years.  It was 
based around a 1938 Ariel singles frame and a 
1946 VH single port engine. Apart from the new 
chrome exhaust system, it is largely black as the 
chrome platers were closed but I did have a box full 

of black spray rattle cans. 
 
I call it my Black Hunter and, with its single port, polished 
head and larger carb, it’s quite a nippy 500cc bike.  So 
much so, that I decided to sell my rather similar 1946 twin 
port Red Hunter.  The Red Hunter was a bike that I 
thought I’d never sell. It was my all-the-year-round bike 
but as it didn’t perform as well as this new single, it had to 
go and I sold to a local Ariel enthusiast in Verwood (no, 
not Ian Clarke, he has far too much taste?-ed), so you 
may still see it out on Dorset roads. This was my second 
Goings of 2020 (Huzzah! One less Ariel etc- ed) 
 
 



Selling off one of my Ariels wasn’t nearly as 
painful as I was expecting (just like lancing 
a boil?-ed), so I decided another could go. 
But which? In the end, I chose the one that 
I’ve owned the longest (23 years) but 
haven’t really used in the last 3 years: my 
1935 Ariel 4F, otherwise known as the 
Cammy Square Four.  I placed an advert 
on the Ariel Owners Motor Cycle Club 

(AOMCC) forum and it was immediately snapped up the following day.  It is now on 
its way to New Zealand and all the spare parts (2 engines, etc.) went to Slovakia.  
This was my third Goings of 2020. 
 
The SQ4 is dead, long live the SQ4!  The 
4F Square Four may be gone, but the 4G 
Square Four is up-and-running.  I cannot 
claim that the 4G is a 2020 Comings 
because I won it on eBay in 2017, but it 
was finished during Lockdown this year 
and both the 4F and 4G got to meet each 
other briefly before the 4F departed for 
New Zealand.  Having clocked up 500 
miles on the 4G in September, it could well 
be the first Goings of 2021; it’s a lovely, 
powerful bike with its 1000cc’s and high 
compression pistons, but it is heavy and complicated.  I really have gone off Square 
Fours (ironically, of course, I quite like this one, despite it smoking like a Soviet 
Steelworks and the rear wheel falling off-ed). 
 
I make that 3 Comings and 3 Goings in 2020. Not too bad, with no net increase, but 
not nearly good enough for my wife (I hear that a lot-ed) 
 
 
 

At least Paul W now owns one decent bike, I 
suppose! I wonder if selling his most powerful bike 
is a good idea, though? Asking for a 
fried…FRIEND, asking for a friend! 
 
Thanks for sharing; right! who’s next? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



QUIZ TIME! 
 
 

 
 
 
How many manufacturers can you identify? The term ‘vintage’ is somewhat relative here, fair 
warning!  
 
Answers on a twenty-pound note to the chairman, please.  
 
 
 

Clue- not all of these are 
the first letter in the name 



Classifieds 
 
We have adverts! I’m happy to list members bikes for sale in LDN, all I’d like is a 
description, contact details, location, price and, ideally, a picture. I can do the 
rest. I’m sure that most of us would prefer to see our old bikes stay in the area 
(unless they’re really horrible, in which case I’d suggest Ebay and send them far 
far away!). If you do manage to sell one via our classifieds, please consider 
making a very small donation towards club funds.  
 
I'm getting fed up with my overcrowded workshop and excess of machines to fettle so am 
endeavouring to have a clear out. If anyone is interested in any of the below please get in 
touch. Swaps considered. 
 
1985 Yamaha AG200. Sweet little off-roader built for 
Australian sheep stations. Runs fine. On daylight MOT. £1600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1951 BSA ZB32 Gold Star. Non-matching numbers but on the road and working fine. 
Charging needs sorting. £7250 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1999 Buell M2 Cyclone. Low mileage. Well sorted. 
12 Months MOT. A beast! £3950 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
1955 Royal Enfield 500 Twin race bike. 
Period special with featherbed style frame. 
Road registered. Lovely original condition. 
£6500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All the above four bikes : Richard - enfieldtravels@gmail.com / 07530 354260  (Blandford) 
 
 
 
A very reluctant sale of my 1928 AJS K9 
500 flat tank. The bike is in great condition 
and runs and rides well. It is a Banbury 
veteran, has been used for many other 
vintage events, and is also magazine 
featured. It is very original including the 
plate that matches the original buff log 
book. The bike has been overhauled in 
recent years including a new gearbox 
cluster and restored crank, piston and 
valves. The original Binks carburettor has 
also been re-sleeved. The bike comes with a pile of literature and manuals. Serious 
enquiries only please. OIRO £11,500. Location: Fareham.  
 r_orriss@hotmail.com 
 
(editors note- this is my old bike which I used without issue on many Wessex V&V runs as 
well as dancing round the Banbury run. A superb bike in lovely condition, the perfect easy-
to-own flat tanker) 
 
 
And that concludes LDN 12, we hope you’ve enjoyed it. Please keep sending in 
articles, reminisces, pictures and classifieds. Without your contributions we’d 
not have anything to publish.  
Do try and come along to one of our rides, stay in touch with each other, 
especially those without internet access and, most importantly, STAY SAFE. 
See you out there. 
 
Paul and the team.  


